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Now enjoy the speed up to 3.1 Mbps with all new Tata Photon Plus at really unbelievable prices. We
are Tata Photons Authorized Agency and we have introduced this all new offer to serve the best
deal in town. We are offering Tata Photon Plus at the out of factory prices. Excluding the dealers
and sub buyers in between so that you can get the price which is worth having a Photon for and no
other person in the market would ever be able to provide with such prices.

Our agency is by the name of Sai Kripa Enterprises an Authorized Tata photon agency located in
the heart of Delhi.

With Tata Photon Plus you can enjoy speed up to 3.1 Mbps. Tata photon plus not only provide the
best Internet experience but its also very cost effective if compared to existing data cards in the
market like Reliance Net connect, Airtel data card, Idea data card etc. We are the authorized Tata
photon plus dealer in Delhi and across India. Get in touch to catch the best possible deal on Tata
photon plus any where in Delhi and NCR. For more information please check our website i.e
http://www.datacarddelhi.com  or contact us at : 011 65196519 / 9212071234 Email :-
datacarddelhi@gmail.com
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